datango | PARIS: Who turned the clock? That was 2017!
Kaarst, December 6th 2017 – An exciting year 2017 ends. Where's the time
gone? If you want to read in the future, you have to leaf through the past. Let
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us look back together and take stock. But it's also clear that the future is more
important than the past, because it will decide all our lives, whether private or
professional.
With the further development of the Bot Suite, PARIS AG has further and deeper
established itself in the RPA and Chatbot market at B2B level. The foundation stone
has been set, some companies are already working with prototypes of the Joe-Bot.
The acceptance of the bots was enormous, the companies have understood that
digitization is not only a simple trend word, but must be actively lived in the company. In particular, the numerous events attended, such as the DSAG annual congress, it became clear that companies in PARIS are looking for and finding the provider of innovative applications.
New meets old-established ideas
The extensions of the datango performance suite (dps) were also accepted intensively. Thus, PARIS for example has opened up a completely new area that no other authoring tool in the competition can offer in this form and reach. The analytics
functions in combination with detailed vulnerability reporting enable customers to
leverage risky process steps in a rollout project and to evaluate the "User & Learning Adoption" of employees in an anonymous way.

PARIS AG was rewarded for this innovative spirit with various awards from different
institutions, both in terms of bots and analytics enhancements. These range from
awards for the software itself to nominations for PARIS as a particularly fast-growing
and innovative company.
More interesting experiences can be found on our PARIS Blog:
https://www.datango.de/blog
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And what happens next?!
Next year, PARIS AG will begin with a lecture and expert roundtable on the subject
of "Office Automations" in Cologne and the LearnTec trade fair in Karlsruhe. Please
feel free to contact us at any time for further information or to make an appointment.
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We are looking forward to an exciting time together in the new year!
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datango | PARIS AG at a glance:
datango is a division of PARIS AG - Process Automation Robotics Intelligence Systems and provides leading technologies for process navigation, automation, documentation and
elearning. Among other things, datango solutions support organizations through targeted
qualification of employees during rapid rollouts, and smooth operation of enterprise applications. The software solutions provide a navigation aid in the live system, and facilitate the
automatic generation and translation of process documentation, training manuals, software
simulations, and real-world e-learning environments. Functionalities as featured in the “datango performance suite” are an integral component of business applications in many companies all around the world. As a result, datango helps reduce input errors, and supportt
costs and thus increases user acceptance of business applications in companies across various industries and sizes.
www.datango.com | www.paris-ag.com
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